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The editions we had for our second comparison were those released in the second to last week of February, the first being that of 50 million users. These were all of the editions that rely on the classic
installer and we have now sorted these into two groups, the much-maligned editions, and the second batch of more popular releases. The main difference between the editions is the extent of pre-
installation software needed, with the more popular editions including a much larger base of tools required to keep the system up to date and running smoothly. Our testing confirmed our suspicions that
the popular editions were indeed far better than their initially received reviews, and the fact that the older editions could not obtain updates from Microsoft at the time meant that none were able to
complete the tests. One of the few aspects of the Windows 7 software that is not user-configurable is the operating system's location on the storage media. Unlike with XP, a single administrator-
configurable drive letter can be assigned to the OS boot drive; Windows 7's default is C:\Windows. Most organizations choose a standard architecture or fit their organization's requirements into one of the
four pre-defined packages, though more flexible options exist. We tested two packages, one that used a share drive for normal user files, and another that used a dedicated hard drive for them. The
standard release contains quite a few components that are not typically included, but instead can be downloaded as individual packages. The most common of these is Sync Center; this is a combined
package that automatically synchronizes user profile content from the network and your local hard disk. It also includes the Personalization service, which allows the user to alter all kinds of system
settings, and the Windows Media Center software, which is actually available as a separate package.
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Earlier versions of Windows Vista made some wince when they contemplated their use on home systems, as the move away from the traditional XP boot drive and to C: was seen as a significant
compromise. Windows 7 avoids this by making it very easy to drag a standard user's home directory into C:, thus allowing all essential components to be installed with minimal compromise. New features

like multi-drive system installation and the Update for All Users option mean that XP users no longer need to remove their personal software (which a significant number have pre-installed) from their
computers, and the fixes found in Vista CU miss out. The Ultimate editions allow for greater customization, including the ability to move the OS to an alternative partition or drive, the creation of a

recovery disk and the selection of a modified boot screen. Memory usage was taken from the Windows Performance Monitor, and averages calculated from 4 five-minute periods. For each measure, data
were trimmed of the highest and lowest ten per cent values to minimize anomalous data, and then compared with baselines generated on identical systems with no security software present. File access

times were taken from the data gathered by the Windows Performance Monitor using a custom command-line tool. This tool, at boot-time, contacts a https://www.virustotal.com service to detect the
presence of an archive of any file present on the system, and an Internet/URL service to check every other file to see if any of the variants of URL references are present. 5ec8ef588b
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